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State Wars XIII – The North American Roller Hockey Championships
July 26-29, 2017. Taylor Michigan, where many of the greatest youth roller hockey players in North
America and the world would come together. Michigan, the hotbed for roller hockey and the home
state of the perennial power, Team Michigan. Where the young men of the 2003 Team Alberta would
have to come together like no other team, to win Back-to-Back AAA North American Championships.
This year’s Team Alberta roster came together with three new faces. #23
Xavier Sarmiento, if the puck was along the boards, have your stick on the
ice and get ready … he didn’t lose battles. #36 Tyler
Michalchuk, who would play wherever and whenever and
would prove to be fiercely focused when the game was on
and a sponge to coach. #88 Conner Ellis, who had the
smarts, hands and wing span where he could be leaning
against one set of boards and get stick on puck on the other
side of rink. A man who would play through any pain.
The veterans returning for their third campaign: Our speedster #7 Caelum
Dick, our leader and captain #8 Jaden Smith, and #31 our shutdown tender
Kaidn Strome. Players in their fourth campaign: our
assistant captains and stalwarts for our defense: #11 Michael
Jensen defense first and puck mover,

#19 Payton
McDonald-Corea
our D1 and big man on defense. Five
veterans who were already AAA North American
Champions from Fort Wayne in 2016. Players who had seen the bright lights, who knew what it took,
players that knew the battles that were to rage ahead.
State Wars 13 would have a record 320 teams converging on the Taylor Sports Complex for two weeks
over the last part July and early part of August. In the 2003 AAA/AA division, thirteen states and
provinces would be represented and every one of the strong big names were there. And our back-toback path would have to go through every one.
Day 1. I say to Tim McManus the President of State Wars, “We will know where we will be seeded after
the first 24 hours of the championship”. Game 1 Ontario. Game 2 Wisconsin. Two teams that had
placed in the top five for the past three years. Two teams that would
prove to be exactly as advertised. Two teams we had to beat to guarantee
our path.
11:00 am Tour Rink: Ontario. The battle for the maple leaf and a critical
must win. Live streaming, pregame interviews with the coaches, and playby-play announcers. Down 1-0 after the first period. The boys fight back
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and with Kaidn shutting the door, Caelum scores two big goals to put us on top for a 2-1 win and
another chapter and hard-fought battle for the bragging rights to Canada.
4:00 pm Alkalai Rink: Wisconsin. Farm Tough, and they
would prove to be just that. Taking control of the game, we
are up 3-1 late into the game. And then… Boom the sky falls
in. Two minutes left in the game and two defensemen are
caught below the offensive faceoff dots. 2 on 1 back the
other way against a forward and it’s back door and into the
back of the net 3-2. Call a time out. Play defense first. We
don’t need more goals to win this
game. We lose the draw, into our
end, a dman slips with the puck behind the net and their top player makes a
sick, stick move from behind the net scooping the puck and wrapping it into
the net. 3-3. We again lose the center ice draw. A dman is puck watching in
front of the net leaving a man wide open in front and 3-4. Though we come
close in the last 90 seconds missing a golden opportunity and hitting a post, the horn sounds, its over. A
crushing loss.
In the dressing room I say I’m not a garbage can kicker but don’t put one anywhere near me. We lost
focus. Players started playing selfishly looking for points for individual awards. We didn’t come for
those. If we want to win, what we came for, we had to be all in, all team, all game. AAA was no longer
guaranteed. We had conceded control of our own destiny, we now needed help to qualify for AAA. We
would need to run the tables big in our last two games and see where the cards fell. Don’t miss the
lesson in this loss boys. We had one loss in 2016 and it was an important moment in our championship
run. For our last two games we now had to bring the rain and lightning from the sky.
That evening we reflect on where we are as a team. 1. We have to be more responsible on defense. 2.
We had to get our leader Jaden going and on the score sheet. Our trainer Angelo makes a suggestion of
moving Caelum to Jaden’s wing. He had played forward during the league and with #7s speed, back
check and smarts he would create a lot more opportunities the other way. Tyler would move back to
defense where he would prove to be more comfortable. The Day 1 loss would prove to be an important
impetus and turning point on our path to gold.
Day 2. Final Day of Pool Play and Seedings
9:30 am Dumars Arena: Colorado. Battle for the right to the Rockies. Assistant Coach Brian hears out
on the floor that they are here to mercy us. Brian takes the fodder and feeds it hard to the boys like
only his motivation style can. Not sure how much homework they
have done on this team and on the heart of a Canadian. We have
a strong confidence coming out of the dressing room and in the
warm up. I say to the boys at the bench before the game “Boys
the most dangerous thing in nature is a wounded animal. We are
that wounded animal right now. We can’t afford another hit. Go
get em.” The boys bite down on it and you could almost hear a
guttural growl come from the them. From the face off we control
the game. There will be no doubt in this outcome. We leave with a huge 3-0 win over a very good
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Colorado team and most importantly we have our leader on the score sheet with two goals and the first
shut out for Kaidn and the defense. We were starting to come together and gel. The team was starting
to look confident … and dangerous.
4:00 pm Alkalai Rink: New Jersey.
Boys it’s clear we need to mercy this game to have a chance at AAA
with the Goals For/Goals Against tie breaker. Even then it’s not
guaranteed, but it’s all we can do. No mercy. No prisoners. All out
assault on their net. And that they do. From the tender, to the D, to
both forward lines with Connor and Xavier busting out and joining the
party in a big way. All cylinders are firing. 5-1 after the first and four
minutes into the second half we put in the final nail. 9-1.
Final Pool Play Standings AAA Qualifying
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Michigan Red 8 pts: 4-0 GF/GA +26
Michigan White 7 pts: 3-1-0 +8
Wisconsin
7 pts: 3-1-0 +6
North Carolina 6 pts: 3-0-1 +19
Alberta
6 pts: 3-0-1 +11
Missouri
6 pts: 3-0-1 +9

We would get the 5th place seed and the last spot in the AAA division, by a difference of +2 in goal
differential over Missouri. That close. We were where we wanted to be at the end of pool play. In the
AAA playoffs. The rubber was now to the road and the real season was about to start.
Day 3: Playoffs
8:40 am EST Tour Arena: 4 vs 5 Game North Carolina vs Alberta
You could sense the boys knew they had already used one of their nine lives to get into AAA. They were
not going to leave anything to chance. They came flying
onto the floor with the Canadian and Alberta flags snapping
in the wind as they sped around the floor. Like every game
we had played, this would be just another must-win game.
The boys flawlessly executed the game plan. Dominated
possession. Controlled the play. Were a power on defense
from the back check, to assignments, to key saves. We had
gotten better, stronger, and more cohesive every shift. A
convincing 4-0 win and probably our second-best game.
With the win in the 4-5 game the prize was to play the #1 seeded team in AAA. Michigan Red. One hell
of a prize.
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7:20 pm Mission Arena: Semi Final 1 vs 4 Michigan Red vs Alberta
The monster Michigan Red. A rematch of last year’s AAA championship final. Before the game Coach
Tom Simo of Michigan and I have a quick chat. He says
“how are we playing in the semi and not the final?” I say
“that one is on us”. I ask him if he has the same team.
“No” he says, “I replaced a couple of 04s I had with 03s.” I
try not to react but inside I’m saying “oh boy” (maybe not
boy). The team that had pushed us to overtime last year
in the final were here this year with a bigger, stronger
and faster team. The advantage Brian and I knew we had
with our stronger team this year was gone. This game
was going to be carnage. The email I sent to the team
before the game sums it up:
Team Alberta,
I won't blow any smoke or pull any punches. This for all intents and purposes, from the fans, to the
players, to the coaches all know... This. Is. The. Championship. Game.
We're on the tarmac. The turbines are screaming, we have green lights across the board, we are ready
and have clearance for take off.
Buckle up, pull the straps down real tight, and hang on. Because baby tonight ... it's on.
Right from the warm up this game is different. Michigan has the swagger and intense calm of a
champion. They had been AAA champions for 2013, 2014 and 2015. They want the crown back and
revenge is a strong emotion to come up against. We weren’t going to hand it over, we had two hands
choked on it. Michigan if you wanted it, you were going to have to pry it away from 8 battle-tested
young men that had different ideas. Good luck and game on.
From the drop of the puck these are two good, highly skilled teams from front to back. The speed of the
game, the way the puck moves, the way the goalies read the play, the way the players come into the
bench breathing and grabbing for their water bottles. This is
good and even as a coach you cherish the moment, the level of
play, the challenge.
Michigan takes a commanding two goal lead into half time. The
boys come to
the bench, sit
down and take
off their
helmets showing their soaked mops of hair. Boys we are
playing our game. Stay with it. There is a lot of time.
We’ll get the next one and it’s a new game. Kaidn shut it
down. Boys this is why we play all season, train, practice
and prepare, for this moment! Right now! Let’s go get em! 1-2-3 Alberta!!
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I’m not kidding myself. We are arguably against one of the finest group of 2003s on the planet. We
would have to score two goals and at the same time shut down a team in the second half that was
averaging 9 goals a game. One minute in Kaidn stops a break away. Two minutes in Jaden has an open
shot from the slot and Simo is to the test. Chances both ways, big saves both ways.
And then with 5 minutes left, Payton carries the puck up, finds Jaden … shoots! Scores! 2-1 This was the
first time Michigan was in a tight game, and this one was for the championship.
Three minutes to go, Payton is breaking out up the
left boards, Caelum calls for the puck streaking up
the right side, Payton hits Caelum in full stride, right
on the tape, he cuts into the high slot. Shoots! Top
shelf! Scores!! 2-2!!
It was like the when the ringside bell sounded in the movie Rocky when he knocked down Apollo for the
first time. We had the momentum and as disciplined as Michigan was you could almost see in them “oh
boy here we go again”. New game. New life. The crowd was into it and the Alberta boys were feeling it.
Both teams try and finish it in regulation. Neither team wants this going into OT but the inline gods
didn’t want this competition settled that easy. Not between these two teams.
One minute into OT our player slips and loses possession low, in an instant the Michigan player is
walking in alone on Kaidn, Kaidn commits goes down, Michigan has a wide-open net... he shoots!
Almost conceding the moment I see the netting above the glass bulge by the puck. How? The play is
blown down. The Michigan players put their sticks on their heads, the players on the Michigan bench
look in disbelief. I am in disbelief. And then I see Kaidn go over to Michael and they touch the
foreheads of their helmets. A post is a goalie’s best friend and so is a dman in overtime. Michael had
quickly reacted, left his man and stretched out and just in time got stick-on-puck just as Michigan shot,
deflecting the puck high over the net. It’s still on. Un. Real.
Two minutes in. Kaidn makes an incredible stretch toe save on a point-blank shot. They say games are
lost and won on half inches and half seconds. I’m a believer. 6 minutes in Jaden finds Payton with a
stretch pass and a break away! He makes his patent move that is almost an automatic goal and … Simo
is to the test! What is it going to take!
Over the next 11 minutes of overtime the two teams continue to
trade incredible chances. Payton
and Jaden hardly come off the
surface. I had said to them before
the game they were our leaders and
they were going to carry the mail.
The rubber was to the road, they
were our guns, and this coach knew
the moment we were in. Our guns were going to have a say in the outcome. Back and forth the game
goes. Incredible chances. Incredible saves. 2 on 1s, breakaways, and then without any warning …
… a Michigan player has control and skates behind his net and rims a pass around the boards. Michael,
who normally plays a very defensive game, steps in to intercept the pass and feeds it down low to Jaden.
Jaden skates to the net with a player converging, he shoots! Simo makes the save and the puck sits all
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alone between his pad and the post. Jaden has the presence to continue to drive to the net with this
stick on the surface and …
The Surreal Moment. The one that seems can only happen when sport
and overtime collide. Where everything goes into slow motion.
There is a deafening silence. Then the player's arms rise ... and
what seems like an eternity, the signal comes from the referee.
He points ... GOOAAAALLLL!!!!! Time goes back to regular speed
and the bench erupts! The aluminum stands explode into a
banging roar. Victory. Victory in its truest sense, and with these
two teams, one that deserves so much more than words. Like a
picture of a mountain scene, a camera simply cannot
capture and deliver the moment justice. Words that
seem one dimensional in a multi-dimensional, sensory
moment. The players jump into a pile onto Jaden and
the side glass. The excitement in their eyes is shadowed
only by the fatigue in their bodies.
I shake hands with the referees and one says to me
“thank you, it was an honor to have officiated this
game.” Michigan Coach Simo, who I have the highest
respect for, shake hands and he says "that was the
greatest game I have ever been a part of.” Coach Simo we have been through a
lot, an awful lot, and from both sides of the border, for me, nothing truer has
ever been said.
That game saw 17 young men give
everything they had. Totally
spent. Bruised. Banged up. Completely
exhausted. Where afterwards, star players
from both teams lay on the surface unable
to move... from pain and utter and
complete exhaustion.
In the dressing room afterwards, they sit exhausted. Too spent to
celebrate any further. A coach, a teammate, a parent cannot ask
anyone to give more than they have. I say to the players, there will be
times in life you will need and look for strength. When you do, come
back to this team, this moment, it will be waiting to give you its gift.
Writing this I feel the story has been written and there is no need to continue as the story and heart of
this team has been told. The battle is over. Not the war. Not the story.
Day 4 2003 AAA Championship Day
11:00 am Double Tree Hotel: Team Pre Game Meal and Meeting
The hardest game I have had to get a team prepared for. How do you quickly come down from that
semi-final game to now have to play a championship game? We have a pregame meal, Brian and I get
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the boys together for a team meeting. We tell of stories through history and sport; how the battle isn’t
won until the complete surrender or the cup is
raised. How so many gave their lives in
Normandy to win an important battle and
moment in history just to gain a foothold on a
small strip of sandy beach in France. And after
such a historic battle and win, the soldiers had to
pick themselves up, refocus, gather their
strength and continue to fight battles on their march into Berlin to win the war. If they stopped, the
great victory on the beaches of Normandy with all the loss of life, pain and suffering would be for not.
Michigan White had beat Wisconsin 6 – 0 in the 2 vs 3 game. It wasn’t Michigan Red we would play in
the final but none the less it was a Michigan team, in their state, in front of their fans, in their barn, one
that the Rocky Mountain Blue and Gold were going to take over one shift at a time.
3:10 pm Tour Arena: Championship Game Michigan White vs Team Alberta
The players are introduced by spotlight onto the surface. The anthems are played. Looking over at the
Michigan White warm up it is different, not the same swagger and
zip as the semi, but it was what it was. Let’s drop the puck and get
this thing started. From puck drop it is a crazy shoot out. 4 goals in
the first 2 minutes. 2-2. Then Kaidn comes to the bench with an
equipment malfunction. His contacts aren’t in. He rushes to the
dressing room. Gets it all sorted out and we’re off again. We score
3-2. We score 4-2. Everyone is firing now. Half time. I say to the
boys we are up 4-2 and we haven’t played our best period yet. Kaidn be big, defense play defense, and
forwards put this game away. And we do. In style. Final score 8-2.
2017 AAA North American Champions. Back-to-Back. It was our goal from the moment we started to
bring the team together in May, to do something
special. Something that is very rarely done at a
high level. Back-to-back AAA Gold. A first for an
Alberta or Canadian team in any division.
This team did not have the easy road to the
championship. Through the pool and playoffs
they played the #1, #2, #3, and #4 AAA seeds.
With one of the toughest draw in the division, a
goals against average of 1.43. Defense does win
championships but thank God for our scorers.
They say it is harder to repeat than to win a championship. I never realized how much harder and for
many reasons, but in the end these champions continue to raise the bar of their game and desire to win.
This team is now in very elite and select company winning AAA Back-to-Back Gold. Time will determine
their place among great teams in youth inline. Time will also tell if there is another chapter to write.
AAA Gold. Congratulations men. It’s special. It’s deserved. Again it’s yours. Forever.
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Team Alberta 2003 AAA Championship Statistics

